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Written for easy recorder, this book and recorder pack gives you everything you need to start
playing today! The book features big, easy-to-read notes, a beginner's guide to playing the recorder,
and a clear, simple introduction to reading music. Includes a red recorder. Seven themes from the
first four Harry Potter movies are included. Titles: Double Trouble * Fawkes the Phoenix * Harry's
Wondrous World * Hedwig's Theme * Hogwarts Forever! * Hogwarts' March * Nimbus 2000.
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My only issue is that the recorder is a $1.00 store brand one, the book is nice though but is not
worth the price its listed for since the cheap recorder drives the price up.Try to buy just the book and
just get a cheap ole recorder, separate, from the $1.00 store or Wal-Mart.

This is a fun product for students of the recorder. The music is easy to play and gives a nice review
at the beginning. Our recorder is red which my son loves! There are also pictures from the movies
inside the book. He is currently taking recorder in school and this is a fun way for him to practice!

It is great for the preteen obsessed with Harry Potter. My DD, dear daughter, was taught how to play
ther recorder in fourth grade as required by the state of VA. She loved the gift because she already
knew how to play so she did not have to learn the notes at the same time. I would not recommend

the item unless the child already knows how to play or you were willing to teach the recorder to
them.

We got this for my 10-year-old son after he learned to play the recorder in music class. He really
wanted to learn the Harry Potter music! The songs are fairly simple and there is a fingering chart
included as well. He was able to learn the first song he wanted to play within the first few days of
having the sheet music. Any true Harry Potter fan will recognize the songs! Super fun and we're
glad we made this purchase.

Bought this for my family so the we could all learn the recorder, We are huge fan of Harry Potter so
it was a nice surprise that they had a songbook just for Harry Potter fans. It has a nice tutorial
including a fingering chart for beginners-like all of us. Great choice of songs, they are:Nimbus
2000Harry's Wondrous WorldHedwig's ThemeHogwarts Forever!Fawkes the PhoenixDouble
TroubleHaogwarts' March

My 8 year old son is a huge Harry Potter fan. So I thought it would be a great way for him to learn to
read music with a theme that he liked. When it came in the mail, we got the royal blue recorder
(colors vary). The book is great. In the front of the book it shows the finger positions of the notes,
and also tells the child what note they are playing--so that they can learn. The rest of the book has
Harry Potter sheet music. In a few days he has learned some notes, and pretty soon he may be
able to work on the sheet music. I am glad we purchased this, and it is definately a good purchase
for a child for a first instrument or experience with music.

The included recorder has pretty good sound for a plastic toy: way better than the several other
cheap plastic recorders we have owned. The book has a great note chart that shows you how to
play any note the recorder is capable of making--that has been really useful. There are a couple of
very easy songs (non-Harry Potter) at the beginning. The songs are a little bit challenging. This is
not a book that teaches you how to play; there is no progression of the songs, just a selection from
the movies. Great fun.

This is a recorder, similar to a flute. Being a huge Harry Potter fan I plan to sit on my porch and play
my flute like Hagrid this summer. This was fairly easy to learn to play if you have studied music
earlier in life, otherwise it would be a little difficult to play, but with a little effort and concentration you

can do it.The music that comes with it is good too.
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